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The number of students enrolled
in Eastern extension classes presentty*totals 522 according to D.
J. Carty, director of in-service education.
However, classes are
still being organized and the enrollment number is expected to
Increase.
At the present time there are
20 courses offered in 12 different
places including Hazard, Somerset, Manchester, Campton, Whitesburg. Lynn Camp, Willlamsburg,
Herlan, Covington, Prestonsburg,
Johns Creek; and -Booneville. In
addition, classes are scheduled to
be organized in Louisville and
*ev/"-»i other areas.
Courses are offered in an area
following a sufficient number of
requests from that area. At least
20 people must enroll in a class
befort it is offered by the college.
An organizational meeting, conducted by Carthy, is then held in
the area to determine what courses are to be offered.
In-service
education courses now offered in
the various areas include English,
geology, psychology, commerce,
art, education, biology, history,
and health.
Each class is taught one night
per week by an Eastern Faculty
member.

helps make us grow. We gcow
tough by solving problems." He
said that if a man does not have
a problem he should want one
because it Is a trust he has been
given to solve and in that way
grow strong.
Editor of "Guidepost" magazine, Dr. Peale asked the teachers
to read "Guidepost" in the classroom" and "preach the gospel, undercover."
^
Dr. Peale recalled in hl3 earlier
life in Ohio that he was "the Uttliest, weakest, moat insecure
weakling ever to come out of his
state."
'J developed a new philosophy
of life, geared only for myself.
I thought it would also workjfor
other people," he said, "so I oegan telling others about it."
The story of Feale's life is being made into a movie by United
Artists in Hollywood.
-•
Educational TV Network
iNew officers-elect of C.K.E.A.
were elected last week at the delegate
asserrfbly.
H.
Dojiglas
House, superintendent of the Atadison Caunty Schools, was chosen
president-elect, and Mrs. .Dorcas
Willis, classroom teacher from
Bourbon County, vice-presidentelect.
Secretary-treasurer
of
the
C.K.E.A. is C. R. Hager, Nicholasville.
Following the meeting, Leonard
C. Taylor, superintendent of the
Danville City Schools, assumed
the presidency of the C.K.E.A.
succeeding Mrs1. Kenneth O'Neal
of Lexington. ,
In the morning general session,
President Robert R. Martin welcomed the group to the Coliseum.
Peale called the physical education-athletic plant, ."one of the
most magnificent halls in which
I have ever spoken."
Gov. Bert .Combs, appearing before the classroom teachers, told
the group that Kentucky's proposed educational television network will make Kentucky education more democratic.
"Every student in this state has
the right to know," the governor
told the group.
"But — some, because of the
remoteness of their school, the
limited equipment in their laboratory or last year's edition of their
book — do not have an equal opportunity to know."
The governor said that network
wil^ also have great value outside
the' classroom in reaching the
functional illiterates, dropouts,
and the technologically unemployed.
Elected at the meeting of the
C.K.E.A. board of directors were
Patrick Napier, Mercer County;
Custer Reynolds, Jessamine County, and Joda Milburn, Lincoln
County.
Martin Represents KEA
Delegates elected to represent
C.K.E.A. at the National Education Association Convention in
Seattle were Leonard Taylor, Danville, and Nell Pelfry, Lancaster.
Kentucky Education Associa(CBi_±
<**-" - * On Face Six)

CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads may be run in
the Progress for a minimum
rate of 75c for up to 12 words.
Each additional word is six
cents.
The deadline for each week's
paper is Wednesday at 12 noon.
The service is offered to students and faculty members
only.

Student Centers Are Planned
.,'•;.•

Second Street

FLOAT DEADLINE NEARS

To Be Site

NOTED AUTHOR AT C. K. E. A. . . . Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, left, noted author and minister, who
addressed the 34th session of the Central Kentucky Education Association meeting Friday at^Eastern
and Mrs. Peale are greeted by President and Mrs. Robert R. Martin, right, of the host colilege.
The day-long meeting, attended by more than 4,000 teachers ami school leaders, was held at
Eastern's hew Alumni Coliseum, which was .also dedicated as contention last Friday.
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Band Day To Draw 4,000 Youngsters
From Over Sixty High Schools
Eastern will host the third annual high school band day next
Saturday.
Approximately 4,000
members representing over 60
bands are expected to take part
in the festivities during the day.
The first band day held drew
2,700 musicians representing 37
Kentucky high schools. This year
the schools represent over fifty
Kentucky counties.
This is the
largest Dahd; day' pT5grar>r MHMh
Kentucky.
The entire group with the Eastern Marching Maroons will perform - during the half time ceremonies of the Eastern-Middle Tennessee game. The visiting bands
will be the college's guests for a
noon luncheon.
Bands expected to attend include :
Walton-Verona,
Berea,

Madison Central, Campbell Obun-i
ty, London, Bellevue,
Morgan)
County,
Betsy Lane, Trimble:
County, Louisa, Clinton Countyj
Clay County, Glasgow, Bath County, Prestonsburg, M. C. Napier.
Monticello,
Bourbon
County,
Harrodsburg, Boyd County, Nicholas County, Shelby County, . Falmouth, Madison, Whitesburg, Wurl-i
land, Franklin County, SpringfWjLl
Caftletsburg.'Corbin, Adalr Cousrtyr
Pulaskl County, Lancaster, Oldham County, Harrison County,
Scott County.
Ludlow,
McKee,
Jessamine,
Beech wood, Pineville, Boone County, Owen County, Bloomfleld, Old
Kentucky Home, Model, Henry
County, Anderson County, Bell
County, Breathitt County, Dayton,
Carrollton, Clark County, I-a fay-

Seven Twirlers Selected
At Tryouts Last Thursday
Majorettes for 1963-64 school
year were chosen last Thursday
evening at tryouts held in the
Music Building.
The selected
majorettes are Judy Abner, sophomore; Shirley Bryan, sophomore;
Vicki Cheek, junior; Peggy Karem, senior; 8ue Moores, freshman; and Wilma Shearer, freshman. Serving as feature twlrler
with the band is Gary Wilson,
sophomore.
Mr. Nick Koenigstein. Eastern
band director, and David Goodridge, drum major for the last
three years at Eastern, served as
judges for the try-outs.
Eacn
girl who tried out was required
to demonstrate eight or ten basic
twirling skills, plus
marching
skill. The final requirement was
the presentation of a solo performance, individually composed.
■Miss Abner, an art major from
Richmond, served as a feature
twirler with the Madison High
School Band in her senior year.
Miss Bryan has been twirling
for six years.
A . member of
Cwens, she is an elementary education major from Alexandria.
A social science major from
Louisville, Miss Karem is serving as an Eastern majorette for
the second year. She is a member of Collegiate Pentacle. Student Council, and the Young Republican Club.
Miss Moores, a transfer student
from University of Kentucky, is
a health and physical education

Freshman
Is Chosen
Drum Major

MARCHING STUDENTS . . . Seven students were recently chosen
to serve as majorettes and feature twirler with the Marching
Maroons. Pictured in the front from left to right are Sue
Moores; and Judy Abner. In the second row from left are
Shirley Bryan; Peggy Karem; Vicki Cheek; Gary Wilson,
feature twirler; and Wilma Shearer.
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Dr. Norman Vincent Peale critlzed the Supreme Court ruling
about Bible readings in the classroom last Friday before a crowd
of nearly 7.000 at the afternoon
session of the Central Kentucky
Education Association.
, The noted author, and minister
of the Marble Collegiate Reformed Church, New York City, spoke
before some 4,000 teachers and
school leaders, and about 3,000
Students and other guests in
i Eastern's new Alumni Coliseum.
The C.K.E.A. meeting served aa
the dedication of the Coliseum as
,Jf convention hall.
,
Peale, whose "Power. of Positive Thinking" and 'The Art of
Living" are best sellers, said that
the majority should have rights
In America. "The minority does
—that's /or sure," he said.
"And the majority believes that
. the Bible should be read in the
classroom." he stated to an applauding audience.
Problems Are Necessary
"This is 4a bad law that says
we cannot read the Bible in the
classroom, and a bad law should
be thrown out," Dr. Peale said.
In a 45- in mute address, he called upon the teachers to think
positively - and to teach their
young people to think positively.
"A positive thinker is a rugged
thinker. He sees every difficulty, and sees it straight.
■ "If a person thinks positively,
.he activates the world about him
positively.
"If you see-yourself weak," he
■aid, "you will be weak.
See
yourself as being sick, and you
can create the condition of being
sick."
He asked that the teachers
learn to welcome problems and
not to 'expect others to solve their
problems. "Too many people are
afraidto wade into problems," he
said.
"A problem jj^a thing that

Murray

Robert Grissom, a freshman
from Lexington, is the new drum
major for the Marching Maroons.
Try-outs were held last Wednesday in the Music Building. Selection was based on the ability
to conduct various tempos, give
verbal and baton signals, and
march.
The drum major is in charge
of the halftime performance of
the band at football games. In
addition, he conducts the band
except when it plays the "Star
Spangled Banner."
Grissom also plays trumpet in
the Eastern concert band.

at Eastern. From Richmond, she
was also a feature twlrler with
the Madison Band in her senior
year.
.From Dayton, Miss Shearer was
also a majorette, with her high
schooL ban^at? Dayton High
School.
\
A junior, Miss Cheek, Is from
Louisa.
Also a majorette at
Eastern last year, she is in the
Concert Band and the Young Democrat Club.
.Wilson, is a music major from
Lexington.
This is his second
year as twirler with the Eastern
Band.
The group practices three days
a week with the band in prcpartation for their halftime performacnes at football games. The
first performance by the group
will be Band Day on October 12th.

'vunWIE MULLInG

ette,
Grant
County,
Russell,
Elizabethown, Paintsville, Erlanger, Lee County, Mercer County,
Montgomery County, Rockcastle
County,
Georgetown,
Shelby
County, Wayne County, and Fort
Knox.

Little Theatre
Plans Production
- "Light Up the Sky," a three act
comedy by Moss Hart is the first
in a scries of plays to be presented by the Eastern Little Theater this year.
Readings for the play, which is
to be presented November 18-23,
will be heard next Monday and
Tuesday, at 7 p.m. in thef-Jittle
theater.
Students interested in reading
for a part should secure a-copy of
the play from Mr. Joe Johnson,
director of the Eastern Little
Theater. Mr. Johnson's office Is
located backstage of the little
theater in the Student Union Building.
The plot of the play, which involves eight men and four women,
la concerned with people in show
business. The stage^is set in a
hotel room in Boston, where the
actors have taken their show for
an out-of-town trial.
L.
The plays are presented under
the auspices of the Eastern Little
Theater, but any Interested student may try out for a part.
KOENING8TEIN JUDGES
Mr. Nick Koenigstein, Eastern
band director, served as one of
the judges last Friday for the
Beaver Dam Marching Festival.
Mr. Joe Van" Roberta, band director at Beaver Dam,
invited
Mr. Koenigstein to participate.

2ET8Y STAFFORD

All clubs who have not turned in their theme* for their Homecoming floats should do so immediately, according to KYMA president Roger Smith. The deadline for submitting float the nes is
Tuesday.
General theme for this year's Homecoming is "StoryTwo new student rnliirinus centers are to be constructed on the
book." All clubs who plan to have a candidate must have a float.
Eastern campus r.c cording to
President Robert R. Martin. They
are to be campus centc. - lor the
STUDENT COUNCIL DELEGATES TO HIE CHOSEN
Wesley Foundation and the NewAll organizations who have not elected their Student Council man Club, student organizations of
representative should choose them before October 18, Student Coun- the Methodist.and Catholic Churchcil president Bob Vickers has announced.
According to the lew es, respectively.
A Baptist Student Union was
plan, every organization will have an SC representative, with only
constructed at Eastern in 1957.
two from each class, instead of the original eight.
Both new centers are to be
located on South Second 8treet. in
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummmm
the immediate Vicinity of the Baptist Student Union, Dr. Martin
said. No state funds will be used
in either building.
Land was purchased by the respective churches from the college,
which will give final approval of
architect's drawings and building
plans.
The Methodist center will be
located on a 100-foot lot on the
Cadets from Eastern finished years. It consists of extensive corner of South Second Street and
first among 23 colleges and uni- training with emphasis on prac- Kit Carson Drive. It will contain
versities at the annual six-week tical application of knowledge a lounge, classroom, prayer room,
summer camp at Fort Bragg, gained in the classroom, and de- recreation center, and director's
N.C., Colonel Joe M. Sanders, pro- velopment of leadership potential. office.
Eventually the building
fessor of military science, anOther Kentucky schools attend- will contain a chapel, library, and
nounced. Virginia Military Insti- ing the camp were Murray State, a larger recreation room.
tute Was .second
The first stage of construction
Western Kentucky State College,
Represented by 16 cadets, who and the University of Kentucky. is scheduled for completion by the
are seniors In the ROTC program Also: represented were: Davidson fall of 1984, according to the Rev.
this fall, Eastern topped all the College,
Furman
University, James Wilson, of Wisemantown.
are
Merriweather,
institutions in overall grade aver- Hampton Institute, North Carolina Architects
age.
A and T, North Carolina State, Marye, and Bond, of Lexington.
Purpose
of
the
center,
Wilson
Colonel Sanders, in making the Marshall University, Presbyterian,
announcement, said, "I am ex- South Carolina State, University said, is to provide a place where
tremely proud of our cadets. They of Richmond, University of Vir- Methodist students can meet with
State,
V.M.I., religious leaders and others of
put their three years of on-campus ginia, Virginia
interests m small devotraining into application, and dis- Wake Forest, Washington and Lee, similar
and study groups. Approxplayed the potential I knew they West Virginia State, West Virginia tional
University, William and Mary, and imately 800 Methodist-preference
possessed."
students are enrolled at Eastern
WoJJord.
Voflc
Top Five Cadets
this fall.
Bastern's
top five
ranking
Catholics Build Center
cadets, all of whom finished well
The Newman Center will be conabove the camp median, were:
structed
on the lot next to the
Jack Hlbbard, Pineville; Richard
Wesley Foundation Center.
It
Berry, Fort Knox; Robert Reyalso will be built In two stages.
nolds, Mt. Sterling; Donald Estes,
The two-story building will conSomerset, and Robert Thomas,
tain, on the main floor, four conRichmond.
ference rooms, two of which will
The summer camp program Is a
have sliding doors so that it may
six-week encampment required of
be converted into a temporary
all senior division ROTC cadets
chapel, a director's office, and
between their junior and senior
quarters for a permanent chaplain.
A large lounge and meeting
O. Ray Jordan, Instructor of room, with an attached kitchen, a
biology at Eastern, attended the library, and restrooms will be loBiological Sciences Curriculum cated on the other level.
Study held on the University of
Architects for the Center are
Colorado campua August 19-30.
L. P. Cotter and Associates, CinMe was among 60 college and cinnati, Ohio.
university professors of biology,
Father John J. McGulre, St.
education, and science supervisors Mark's Catholic Church, RichSixty-two per cent of the student concerned with preparing teach- mond, is in charge of raising funds
body read newspapers, 44 per cent ers for BSCS biology In undergra- for the construction of the buildwatch television, and 61 per cent duate or graduate courses and ing. He said that the program of
read magazines on the Eastern institutes attending the ten-day the Newman Club consists of decampus.
meeting.
veloping the religious and social
- This conclusion was reached
This is the second BSCS orien- education of Eastern's Catholic
when reports were tabulated from tation meeting Jordan has attend- students.
:i survey made by journalism stud- ed during the past year. He parChapel services will be held
ents in English 200 and 201.
ticipated in a two-day conference daily and mass on Sunday.
There presently are 326 Catholic
These questions were asked of for teachers of methods courses
an approximate frve per cent of held in Washington, D.C. last students on the Eastern campus.
Con-true""- ^ this mr'.ir will
.. \
the student body chosen at ran- December.
dom. Students were asked if they (The BSCf. r^ci is financed begin when funds are available.
read a newspaper regularly, if' primarlily through the National
they had read a magazine during Science Foundation, has prepared
the past week, and if they had a series of high school biology
MESSIAH TO BEGIN
watched television any during the curricula which were released
All students who are interestpast week.
commercially in time for the
ed In participating in this year's
A similar survey conducted last opening of school this ..fall.
Messiah Chorus are invited to
year on this campus showed that
The program is designed to asattend the first rehearsal Mon70 per cent of the student body sist in reorienting teachers so thatday night in Foster Music
read newspapers, 59 per cent they will be prepared to introduce
Building, room 300 at 7 p.m.
watched television, and 68 per cent the new biology materials in their
read magazines.
classrooms.

ROTC Cadets Finish 1st
At Annual Summer Camp

Ray Jordan

Attended
Slimmer Seminar

Poll Shows
Students Read

BEVERLY SKAGGS

CAROLYN KING

MILDRED TAYLOR

Five Contestants Vie For "Miss Eastern" Title
Five Eastern coeds have been
nominated to run for the title of
Miss Eastern. They are Carolyn
King, Junior from Whltley City;
Connie Mullins, senior from Mc-'
Roberts; Beverly Skaggs, senior
from Louisville; Betsy Stafford,
junior from Ashland; and Mildred
Taylor, senior from Eminence.
The election conducted by the

Milestone will be held in the Student Union next Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from eight iu>
til five.
'Miss Eastern for 1963-64 will be
announced at a dance to he held
next Friday evening from 8 to 12
in the .student Union. Semi-formal in dress, it is sponsored by
the Student Council. Music is to

be furnished by the PaeteU.
Eastern's representative to the
Mountain Laurel Contest, Miss
Eastern will also serve aa a college representative for the coming
year.
Miss Eastern will be presented
to the entire student body and
college guests during halftime
ceremonies next Saturday at the

Eastern-Middle Tennessee game.
Organization presidents nominated the candidates for the title at
a meeting held this past Tuesday.
The five who received the highest
number of votes were the official
nominees. Others nominated were
Barbara Bunch, Brenda Botkins,
Gloria
Elliott,
Jeanie
Hatch,
Marda Dean Helton, Beverly Mar-

tin, Norma McKinney, Carsl Sue
Mize, Marietta Scalf, and Pat
Taulbee.
All candidates are required to
have at least 60 credit hours, and
to have completed four semesters.
The girls must also have a 2.0 or
better point standing, and must be
on either special or academic probation.

Studen ts, Visitors A wed With Coliseum
Opinions Register Enthusiasm
fey PAMKLA a. sturm

Proju-eis Stuff Writer
After last week's dedication of Ihe Alumni Coli■sum, whose growth had been watched for over two
years, the favorite topic of campus conversation
Was the Coliseum and what it mean to Eastern,
Richmond, and Kentucky .The comments ranged
from wildly enthusiastic to faintly apprehensive.
Here are a few snatches from the college chatter:
Two seniors believe it will help the Physical
education derurtnient.
Leslie Shaw says. •'The
Alumni Coliseum ccitainly adds to Eastern's prestige. It is a beautiful and useful structure which
will probably be influential in gaining a larger
number of majors in health, physical education and
recreation, and the excellent facilities within t:>c
plant will definitely help Eastern in training the
best edui-ated an,I well-prepared teachers in this
area."
Jim Parks joined in to say. "I think it's a great
addition to an already great cpmpus. It will make
Eastern a great team in the future, been.se E.i-tern will be more "attractive to high school stars
and visiting teams.''
A sophmore. Cheryl Oodsey agrees: she says.
"I think the new Coliseum is great, now the
women's P.E department will have an opportunity
to expand their program "
"IPs A lie..■■tilirl Place"
Many feel it will increase Eastern's prestige.
Bobbie I,n Fallette. freshman, comments. "It is
really a beautiful place and 1 'in very proud to be
itarting as a freshman when it was dedicated. It
has added a lot to Eastern :>nd will greatly increase
• tt» prestige in the years w come."
Joe Heiert. sophomore, remarks. "It is a tvpical
mark of Eastern's pi o»i ess and a symbol of'Eastern's brilliant future I; will be a credit to both
Kentucky and the students'of the school."
Sue
Caude, freshman, ad Is. "I think it is a beautiful

building, and it will help much to promote campus
activities. I also think it will add something to
Richmond."
Some students ' feel it will help Eastern's
growth, though one student does have reservations
about its future usefulness.
Jackie Davis, sophomore, says. "I think it's an
newt to the college because >t "ives n better impression of the college to visitors." Ijindn Carrol,
freshman, agrees "As a nhvsical education ni^ior
I know how much it will helo In our field, and I
believe it will help ->s 'be field grows even more."
Given Eastern Prestige
Lariv Jones, freshman adds his views: "Although it gives Eastern prestige and beauty. I believe that at the rate t'<e coHeee is growing in ten
years it will'not be able to fulfill the needs of the
collce."
Mike Mills, sophomore, remarks, "I feel it
gives the college a pood loo1' and shows people that
Eastern is a growing school."
The architecture and beauty of the building
impressed many. Cheryl Keeney, sophomore, says
with a serious look on her face. "The Coliset'm is
a beautiful piece of. architecture. I hope as tbe
venis go bv the students of Eastern will continue
to appreciate its beauty and enjoy its facilities to
the fullest "
Pat Webber, freshman, says, "I think it's beautiful and the extra swimming pools will be very
useful." Chimes Geneva Otten and Sandy Rogers,
both freshmen, admit, "It's a huge place and we
reallv like it."
Bill Brockman. another freshman, sums it up
with a thoughtful viewpoint by saying. "I believe
the new Alumni Coliseum is on excellent example
of the Eastern spirit. The Coliseum is ultra-modern, reflecting the future of our college: yet the
name."**umni Coliseum, shows the respect given
to past and future graduates of Eastern."

.i

Letters Praise Structure
By DOCO jwnrnocK '

,

Progress Managing Editor
If the dozens. of letters pouring into President
Robert R. Martin's office are anv indication, the
total of 13 500 persons who attended Alumni Coliseum's dedication and the C K.E.A meeting Friday left the Eastern campus Impressed ana awed.
Approximately *.50fl were present Monday at
the convocation dedicating the Coliseum and commenvuating the 89th anniversary of higher education op this campus. »* :
Another 7.000 heard Dr. Norman Vincent Peale.
noted author and minister, address the annual
meeting of ihe C K.E A., and saw the Coliseum dedicated as a convention center.
' President Martin has received correspondence
from mnnv in attendance at both gatherings, praising the Coliseum, and the growing B»«tetn canines.
A few of the letters, from educational leaders.
and other dignitaries said:
Dr. H. L. Donovan, past Eastern president, and
President Emeritus of trte University of Kentucky:
"I got a great thrill out of the dedication—there are
larger buildings, but I have never seen one that
is lovelier or betjer appointed—one of the finest
auditoriums and coliseums combined that I have
ever seen — Professor McDonough made a great
address- I marvel at the accomplishments which
you have achieved every time I C6me to your
camprs.
Dero O. Downing, dean of admissions, Western
Kentucky State College: Enjoyed mv Visit to the
Eastern campus -a pleasure to hare the opportunity
of being present for the dedication of Alumni Coliseum -a beautiful facility of which all of Kentucky
can be Justly proud." ■
Mrs. Hoilis Huddle O'Neal, president of the
C.K.E.A.: "It was a privilege and a pleasure to
be on your campus for the dedication of. your beauti-

ful Alumni Coliseum—I saw more than a building
of stone, steel, brick, and mortar—There was the
realization of a dream for the present, and the
future, unfolded before us."
Mr. Edward Gabbard. Vice President, McClure
Park Research Center: "This is a wonderful asset
to be added to your plant—As other Eastern Alumni
and I meet at Purdue University and discuss Eastern, we are absolutely amazed at tbe building program and the growth of Eastern during the past
few years. Eastern has now grown out of the small
school category and will match many of the nation's
universities in size, and will excel many more educational institutions in academic excellence."
These quotes repiesent only a small part of the
admiration expressed toward Alumni Coliseum in
tiie few days since its opening, and are probably
just a beginning.
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Miss Eastern for 1963-64 will be
•lected next week, the first major election of the school year. This is also the
election when the entire student body
will get together to choose the one girl
most representative of Eastern.
This will be an important choice.
Our hopes will go with Miss Eastern as
she competes in the Mountain Laurel
contest—for she will be the school.
Eastern will be on its best behavior as
she makes her many personal appearances.
The candidates for this election
were chossen carefully. High standards
of scholarship, campus participation,
and beauty were the criteria. The girls

iFor the first time, the Eastern Student Council
set up rules concerning the construction of floats
for Homecoming.
2 years ago:
2.500 high school TOusiclana on campus for
High School Band Day.
1 year ago:
"Echoes of the Past" pageant commemorating
Richmond's part in the Civil War was heM in
Hanger Stadium.
_.

Mary Jane Muliins, feature editor
Joy Graham, clubs editor
Oerald Maerz, assistant news editor
Jim Parks, sports editor
Doug Anglln, editorial cartoonist

f DO A CARTWHEEL
BUT I.CAN PLAY A

are all the cream of Eastern's feminine
crop.
Students' performance in
past
elections has not necessarily been the
best. There's really no excuse for an
elgible student not voting in this election. The voting will stretch over a
three-day period, and the times set
should allow anyone enough time between classes to come inAnd vote.
All full time students are eligible to
vote in this election, regardless of classification.
This is the time, then, for
the student body to organize in its first
concerted effort and to select a Miss
Easstern the college will be proud of.

Voices Of The Past

"Folkniks" Star Tbday
entertained.
Regardless of how insignificant the
creation may seem, the individuals are cieators*
rather than a cultural parasites.
"Hootenanny. hootcnanny, let's have" a hootFolk music, from its primitive beginning to the
enanny. and you'll never want to go home." How
popularized folk music of today, has been an honest
appropriately these words from a recently popular
representation of human emotion.
American folk
song might be quoted on Eastern's campus. Yes,
music, the voice of the average American, aptly
folk music, banjos, and guitars are familiar sounds,
describes rural life, frontier existence, and the
not only here, but also on television, in nightclubs,
changes in society from the first settlement to the
and even in Carnegie Hall. Folk music, authentic
present. It portrays the emotions of sadness and
or commercial, has "arrived."
joy, and of love and forsakedness.
Folk music is certainly not a new fad. . It has
What presents a better picture of mountain
been popular since man made his first utterance.
culture than the Appalachian folk songs?
Does
But at the present time, folk music is enjoying an
one need to hear anything more than the wall of •»
upsurge in popularity with people in.every walk of
blues song from the New Orleans backwoods to
life. Even college students, when not attending
make him understand the composer's thoughts?
local hootenannies, rush to concerts of folk music,
Can any test relate the spirit of frontier leisure
and this upsurge in popularity shows no signs of
better than the melody and lyrics of "Skip to My
decreasing in the near future.
Lou?"
But commercialism was not. far behind the
As do millions of Americans, Eastern students
popularity movement "of folk music. Started by the
are eager for more folk music whether it is in the
Kingston Trio's recording of "Tom Dooley." comform
of a concert or just a simple hootenanny. As
mercialization of folk music has been expanded1 by
one walks through .the ptor«»- *— *•>" ««»n h»ar
. ;.
.Wvocal. groups as the Chad MitcheY. Trio; ' someone s'trumming on 'a banjo or ukulele. TurnPeter, Paul, and Mary, the Brothers Four, and the
ing the corner, he may hear his friends in a heated
Limeliters. it is worth our remembering that these
discussion concerning the best type of guitar strings
groups would not be popular if there-had not been
to buy. When leaving the dorm, he may have to
a strong demand for meaningful folk songs, which
step gingerly around several "folkniks," who are
are enjoyed by young and old alike.
planning the coming hootenanny. • ^
Music Is Infectious
It only takes a few banjos, guitars, ukuleles,
How is this current popularity of folk music acand perhaps a dulcimer, if one is available, and a
counted for? Well, folk music "has an infectious
group Interested in singing to entertain themselves
quality. It enables the participant to project a
and their friends. Everyone may not be hitting
part of himself into his song. When students gath-, every note properly, but one can be sure that he is
er In an informal group foi a hootenanny, as Easterenjoying himself. Do you have your musical innites did last Friday afternoon, they are performers
strument tuned? Fine. Let's have our own hootrather than listeners; entertainers rather than the
enanny—"Eastern style."

*
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Sound Off

Sickly Chimes Sputter
By MARY" JANE MULLTNS
Progress Feature Editor
Many ar quizzical look by passing freshmen has been cast at
the tower or
Student
Union
Building on the hour, quarter
hour, and half hour. "What's the
matter with that thing," has been
a common expression among the
new arrivals, but to the older
members of the student body
there is almost, a prick in their
pride of Eastern as* the chimes
try to strike.
Upperclassmen,
who ' remember the clear calling
tones of the chimes, listen in dismay as one or two tones come
njnging clear and then the following ones are muffled completely
—Yes Eastern's
chimes are
"sick."

Since the completion of the mera, amplifiers, and an elecStudent Union Building in 1940 tronic timing device.
AU of this
the chimes- have daily rung out equipment is housed in the basethe call of Eastern as a giant ment of the building, and it is
educator.
Theae Westminister the aJWplyfier system that makes
Chimes, irtade by the J. C. Dea-.*fc» *htees. appear to be located
gam Company in Chicago, the ll; <1~ i»w<r ^.lie ch;......, along
oldest manufacturers of Carrilon with the highly sensitive microbells and cathedral bells, are the phone Is housed in a S by 8 sound
finest in the country.
proof room. Brock explains the
But now that they are sick, trouble as being a damage to
Mr. G. M. Brock, comptroller in the striking mechanism on three
the Office of Business Affairs, ex- of the tubes. Lighting is beplains their illness with almost a Heved to have struck there,
sentimental look on his face, focffc'.WIth a slight smile, he finished
he was present when they were t>y saying that parts were all
bought and he haa listened to ready ordered, and that very soon
them since.
He explains that the chimes would be back In perthe chimes consist of twenty-five feet chiming order—So cheer up
tubes that are similar to organ Easternites, our time will be
pipes, but smaller, wooden ham- chimed" well.

America Is Most Refreshed Nation

—__,_=_,.

*

Etymology Is not the business of the maker* of Marlboro
Cigarette*, who sponsor this column. We deal in rich tobaccos and Kne niters. Trg a pack soon.

Coffee, Tea, or Milk

bitter brew resulted—then salted
the remaining tea leaves and ate
them with butter!
Coffee, which started its climb
to the top as our national beverage after the fateful Boston Tea
Party, was also eaten—by the
Ethiopians — as early as 1,000
A.D.
The early Arabs made a
coffee beverage by boiling the
leaves and berries.
By the 15th
century, the Arabs were making
~>'f"e trojr ground and roasted
beans.
European traders who tried to
introduce the brew to their friends
back home ran into the opposition
of churchmen who condemned
coffee as an "infidel" drink! Coffee was finally "Christianized"'
by Pope Clement VIII in the 16t'i
century. But its upS and downs
were not over; British monarchs
periodically closed down coffee
houses on the grounds that they
were meeting places for political
rebels.
Sodaa and Dixie ■ ■
What could be more modern
than drinkiiTg soda water out of

who, strange to tell, had been Bulb's roommate at Cal Tech I
In fact, strange to tell, the third man sharing the room with
Bulb and Gas was also one whose name burns bright in the
annals of illumination—Walter Candle!
The three roommates were inseparable companions in college. After graduation all three did research in the problems
of artificial light, which at this time did not exist. All America
used to go to bed with the chickens, and many fine citizens were,
alas, severely injured falrfng off the roost
Well sir, the three comrades—Bulb, Gas, and Candlepromised to be friends forever when they left school, but
success, alas, spoiled all that. First Candle invented the candle, got rich, and forgot his old friends. Then Gas invented gas,
got rich, bankrupted Candle, and forgot his old friends. Then
Bulb invented the bulb, got rich, bankrupted Gas, and forgot
his old friends.
Candle and Gas, bitter and impoverished at the ages respectively of 75 and 71, went to sea as respectively the world's
oldest and second oldest cabin boy. Bulb, rich and grand, also
went to sea, but he went in style—as a first-class passenger on
luxury liners.
Well sir, strange to tell, all three were aboard the ill-futed
Lusitania when she was sunk in the North Atlantic. And
strange to tell, when they were swimming for their lives after
the shipwreck, all three clambered aboard the same dinghy I
Well sir, chastened and made wiser by their brush with peril,
they fell into each other's arms and wept and exchanged forgiveness and became fast friends all over again.
For three years they drifted in the dinghy, shaking hands
and singing the Cal Tech rouser all the while. Then, at long
last, they spied a passing liner nnd were taken aboard.
They remained fast friends for the rest of their days, which,
I regret to report, were not many, because the liner which picked
them up was the Titanic.
i What a pity that Marlboros were not invented during tJie
lifetimes of Bulb, Gas, and Candle. Had there'been Marlboros,
(Bieae three friends never would have grown apart becati.se they'
would have realised how much, despite their differences, they
still Ijad in common. I mean to say that Marlboros can be lit by
candle, by gas, and by electricity, and no matter how you
light them, you always get a lot to like—a filter, a flavor, a
pack or box that makes anyone—including Bulb, Gas, and Candle—settle back and forswear pettiness and smile the swoei
smile of friendship on all who pass I
• 1MU Ida Mmlaua

:

passed around gourds
whicn
doubled as storage and drinking
vessels.
Refreshments have even served
as wages; a clay tablet "payroll,"
dating back 5,000 years to ancient
Mesopotamia (modern Iraq), held
the names of people entitled to
bread and beer for their day's labor.
Chinese Contribute Tea
Tea. according to a Chinese
tale, was the contribution of. »
health-conscious «ntperor named
Shen Nung. One day as he wfa>
prudently boiling his drinking
water, some fragrant leaves from
a nearby tree floated into the pot.
Shen Nung sniffed, sipped, approved—and" pronounced it his
cup of tea, circa 2737 B.C.
The first American settlers to
sample tea -the convivial Dutch
colonists of New Amsterdam —
liked it so much that they were
willing to pay $30 to $50 a pound
for R! In Massachusetts, where
tea came into us as early as 1670,
the descendants of the Puritans
boiled it for a long time till a

WW [int G&ftenime hterdi ttjm
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By CHARLOTTE ANN WATTKKS
Progress Slaff Writer

Thiraty?
Last year,
Americans drank
■bout two billion gallons of soft
drinks from cans and bottles. We
Mew hot and cold on 30 billion
■pa of regular and Iced tea. And
Bit now we are downing ah estimated 390 million cups of coffee
a day!
But though we may be the
moat refreshed nation on the faci
of the earth, few Americans
know how far back many modern
refreshment customs really go.
Archeologists have uncovered
evidence that man was drinking
wine at least 10-12,000 years ago.
Tbe ancient
Hebrews credited
Noah with planting the first vincird after the flood. Wine is
ntloned in the Bible 165 times
Mr, reportedly served in two
£ three American homes,
date back e,ven further. In
Home scholars believe that
Hnan race learned to brew
Brains before it discovered
bake bread.
Lacking
glasses or Dixie cups,
Age partygtvers must have

WORDS: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE
1 oday let us take up Hie subject of etymology wr entomology,
ae it is sometimes called) which is the rttidy of word origins
(or insects, as they are sometimes ealled).
Where are word origins (insects) to be found? Well sir, sometimes words are proper names which have passed into the
language. Take, for instance, the vords used in electricity:
ampere, was named after its discoverer, the Frenchman Andre
Marie Ampere (177.V1S3U);. similarly, ohm was named after
the German I:«. Ohm (1781-1854), wait after the 8cot James
Watt (17301819), and bulb after the American Fred C. Bull*
(1M3-19I2).
There is, incidentally, quite a poignant little story about
Mr. Bulb. Until Bulb's invention, all illumination was provided by gas, which was named after its inventor Milton T. Oaf

3 years ago this week:

Allan Carroll, photographic editor

Piclc Your Miss Eastern

(By the Author of "Roily Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy With Ckesk.")

Pa£in& The Past

EDITORIAL STAFF:
MARY ANN NELSON, editor
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a Dixie cup? Botluthese refresh- said the old tin dipper had been
ment conveniences go back much good enough for bad and was
farther than you might suspect— good enough for them.
and both had their origins in a
Finally, the railroads and later
concern for healthful drinking drug store soda fountains began
water!
"• •
to sea the advantages of paper
In 1772, a British
scientist cups. Aa sales perked up, so did
named Priestley produced aerated the product name: The original
water In imitation of naturally Individual Drinking Cup became
aerated mineral spring water. A the Health Kup and, in 1917, the
Philadelphia physician, appropria- Dixie cup.
tely named Dr. Physick, heard of
Why Dixie? A neighbor tar the
Priestley's experiments SMd per- downtown New York loft building
suaded a chemist named -Towrtr* «.,.«... •erved aa Dixie Cup Headsend Speakman to prepare car- quarters was the Dixie Doll Combonated water for his patients. pany. The name was short, easy
Speakman added fruit juice as a* to say, full of American historical
flavoring — and the U.S\ soft associations — and the don prodrink industry was born, in 1807. ducer had no objections to use of
The paper cup industry got its it. This coincidence launched one
start a century later. At first it of the most famous brand names
sold water — the cup was inci- in history.
dental! Dixie Cup, Inventors of
Marttnea Names Martial
the paper cup, started business
Another famous name — Marin 1908 with a vending machine tini — hr-i :>--x tr-.~ c-.-'^'act of
that dispensed a drink of water in endless debate.
Accord! nrr to
.in individual paper cup for one one version, about SO years ago
penny. The Dixie Cup founders a can named Alejandro Martinez
soon decided that the cup was the got a reputation for drinking a
item to sell.
But many people strange concoction made of gin

and vermouth. Bartenders, when
a patron didn't know what to
order, would suggest "one of Mr.
Martinez' drinks."
A charming story concerns Dora
Perignon, the man who put the
bubbles in champagne.
Before
his time, in the late 17th century,
champagne was a still wine which
occasionally fermented twice to
yield a rare and much prised bottle of sparkling liquid.
Dom r^rignon, a blind map,r.
discovered that he could control
the second fermentation by adding a bit of sugar and that, if
bottled between the two periods
of fermentation, the wine would
become effervescent.
When he
tasted the first fruits of his labors, Dom Perignon is reported
to have said: "I am drinking starlight!"
Your next drink may not taste
quite aa good aa "starlight," but
now that you know more about
the refreshing course of history
perhaps it win have added sparkle.

Cashing Checks Questioned
By GENE BLAIR
Progress Staff Writer
This column is designer* w >.._.p $©-. E there U <* ...luation that
yon do not understand or something of which you disapprove, whether
it be policy or some issue that is currently being discussed, we are
the ones to see. We are willing to help anyone who brings to our
desk or delivers to our office any complaint we feel is legitimate.
Use your right to gripe!
WHERE AND FOR HOW MUCH?
Where and for what amount can I caah a check?
Checks can be cashed at the office of the cashier in the Coates
Administration Building on the first floor. A limit of fifteen dollars
is placed on checks that are cashed here. It Is also possible to cash
checks in some business establishments in town, but it is advisable
to keep the amount of the check under five dollars and to also be
willing to show your I.D. card.
NO EGGS FOR MATTOX
.
Why aren't eggs served for breakfast in Mattox Hali as they were
in the past? There didn't seem to be any trouble last year, so why
quit a good thing this year?
J
Mattox Grill Is not designed to accomodate the cooking and cleaning facilities for this kind of food. Doughnuts and coffee are still
being served, bnt the cafeteria management thought Martin Hall was
close enough to constitute the elimination of cooking in Mattox.
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Mrs. Georgia Hill, assistant professor of English at Eastern,,will
present'a recitM. "Famous Poems
in Musical Settings, new Thursday at 8 p.m. In Walnut Hull.
Sponsored by the Canterbury Club.
Mrs. Hill will be assisted by Mis.
Helen Brlderheek, a voice teacher
from Lexington, and concert pianist, Mr. Alexander Alexay.
The song recital will Include selected works from poets John Milton, Hubert and Bltsabeth Barrel
Browning, John Donne, Bjtniiy
Dickinson and others.
Mrs. Hill received a bachelor's
degree in music fiotn the University of Kentucky where she
studied Umisr Mr. James King,
now tenor at the Berlin Opera
House. Mrs. Hill has been a student of Mrs. Bslderbeck and Mr.
Don Henrtt-kaon of Eastern.
Mrs. Bslderbeck Studied voles in
New York under Lola Urback,
Austrian concert performer.
She
has performed in New York and
Lexington and Is presently teaching voice In Lexington
Returning to Eaatsrn after directing a workshop here for Mrs.
Hill and Mr. Hsnrtckson thin past
summer 10 Mr. Alexay Ha has
toured America and Europe as a
conceit pianist. Following his rtcltal at Eastern, Mr. Alexay will
open the Lexington Community
Concert Series in a performance
with vocalist Jerome Hinas.

Sample Shoe Center
Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
WE SELL FOR
LESS

Featuring

Name Brand Shoes
30%-60% Savings
Sat.—8:30 to 8:30

SELECTIVE SERVICE
All males 18 years of age or
older and born after August
80, 1SSB, and who have not
registered should register at
the nearnest local board immediately.
The law requires males to
register within 5 days after
becoming "18.
Failure to register can mean
a' maximum of 5 years imprisonment and $10,000 fine. ,

CASH YOUR CHECK?
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!
\

Open A Charge Account?
*

EASTERN

PROGRESS

Sponsors Poetry,
Music Program

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 —
4:16 JUBW
Wesley Foundation Council
S.U.B. 301
4:*5flHn7* Wesley Foundation
Blue I'.oom
MONDAYTOCTOBER 7 —
4
p.m.
Progress Staff
Cbates 5
4
p.m. " * Women's Recreation Association
Little Gym
4:30 p.m.
Milestone Staff
Coates 23
• 7
p.m.
Theater Tryouts
Little .Theater
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 -Freshman Elections
Student Devotions
.
Little Theater
12:40 p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
Little Gym
4
p.m.
Eastern Little Theater
Little Theater
5
p.m.
Franklin County Club
University 101
5
p.m.
Photo Club
Science 120
7
p.m.
Theater Tryouts
Little Theater
7
p.m.
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 9 —
10
a.m.
Assembly - "The World Situation Today"
Speaker: Dr. L. G. Kenhamer
Brock Auditorium
Little Gym
4
p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
University 103
4
p.m.
YoUng; Republicans Club
University 104
4
p.m.
Fayetre County Club
5
p.m.
Freshman Class Reception to
Walnut Hall
Mett New Officers
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10 —
Little Theater
12:40 p.m.
Student Devotions
Little Gym
4
p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
Blue Room
6
p.m.
D.S.F.
University 103
6
p.m.
Newman Club
University 101
7
p.m.
Pulaakl County Club——
8
p m.
Recital - Elizabethan Poems Set to Music
Mrs. Georgia A. Hill
Walnut Hall
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11 —
«
p.m.
Pep Rally
Hanger Stadium
8
p m.
Miss Eastern Dance
Johnson Student Union
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12 *
2
p.m.
Football - Eastern and Middle Tenn. Hanger 8tadium
Band Day
Post Game Dance
Burnam Hall

Mon. - Fri.—8:30 to 5:30

Friday, October 4, 19SS

Canterbury Club

AMPUSUALENDAR

WHY PAY
MORE

X

<2fa
by J«y Graham, flubs Editor

Clubs Busy Preparing
For Homecoming Activities
Phllllpine Student ".peaks lo CCTN
At the first meeting of the Oolleglate Chapter of the United Nations, Mr. Domy Oat-en, ah exchange student from the Phllllpine
Islands spoke ef his homeland
where he Is a teacher. In speak.
in» of his country, Oaten explain'
•d the foreign policy in which the
Phllllplnes are nut negotiating with
other Southeast Allan countHes
including Malaya. Under such a
policy these countries would merge
into a united government.
Claren also explained that ha
chose Eastern over other colleges
In America becsuse of the part
Kentucky has played in the history
of the United States.
Agrarians Fleet Vice President
Elbert Patton, a sophomore from
London, was elected vice president of the Agiloulture Club at
their Monday night meeting. The
group also began plans for a homecoming float and for electing a
queen candidate.
The next meeting will be Held In
room 100 of the Weaver Health
Building at s:»0 Monday.
Baptists MdUl Convention
Baptist students from throughout the state will attend the annual Kentucky Student Convention
at Georgetown College this weekend. The program will be held in
the John L. Hill Chapel on Georgetown's campus.
Charlie Wells, an Eastern Junior
from Nicholasville, will be pianist
for the convention sessions. Carolyn Ann King, senior from-Whltley
City and president of Eastern's
BSU, will speak Friday evening.
Eastern's BSU Choir will sing on
Sunday morning.
Highlighting the program will be
Ross Coggihs and William Dyal,
both of the Christian Life Commission of the Southern Baptist
Convention; Bill Moyers, the deputy director of the Peace Corp;
Jim Vaus, the executive director
of Youth Development, Inc., New
York City and Dr. Franklin Owen,
pastor of the Calvary Baptist
Church, Lexington.
Music director for the three-day convention
Will be Dr. Claude Rhea of Houston, .Texas.
Varied programs will highlight
Vespers next Monday, Tuesday.
and Wednesday at 6:30 at the
Baptist Student Center, 325 South
Second Street. Convention reports
will be featured on Monday even-

contact Patty Paul in Burnam
Hall.
Alan, this year Newman
Club sweatshirts are available foils- If interested please contact
one of ths officers.
Newman Club meeting's are held
each week at • on Thursday evenings. This week the meeting Will
be in the Little Theater, (hough
II la usually held In room log of
the University Building.
Franklin OninOes Fleeted
The Franklin County Club met
Tuesday and elected officere for
the current year. John Bherrard is
vice president, Lucy Nicholas is
secretary, Jill Clack Is treasurer
Pat Parr Is club reporter and Ann
Howard la Student Council rep
reaentative.
Sammy Swain was
elected as prssldent in the spring.
The club alee began homecoming plans by choosing Luey Nichols as queen candidate and apKinting a float committee. Lynda
errard will serve as chairman of
the committee with Oary Adkinson, Skip Agee, Pat Tharpe, Wayne
Van Houten and Ahh Howard as
committee members.
The Franklin County Club win
meet again at 8, October is, in
room loi of the University Building.
Clay Countlans Are Organized
Students from Clay County began the year with an organisational
meeting
September 26.
Three new officers were elected
and the regular meeting time was
set for the second and fourth
Thursday in every month.
The hew officers, as well as
those elected last spring are: president, Jack Allen; vice-president,
Bonnie Robertson) secretary, Darlene Hooker; treasurer, Nancy
Thomas and reporter, lasbelle
Brown.
The next meeting will be at B,
October 10.

HOOTK.WNNY SWINGS AND SINOS . . .
enanny" held in the outdoor amphitheater last
Affair was- so successful that another hootenanny
left to right, Lynita Carter; Danny Morris,
Johnny Warren, banjo.

Faculty Members
Show Painting*

Scenes much like the above typified the "hootFriday. A capacity crowd attended, and the
will be held this afternoon. Performers are, from
guitar; Ginny Ivie, uke; Dave Bennett, guitar; and

SPECIAL!
SWEET SHOP

Oalosr Csrbonell and Jerry MilBREAKFAST:
EVERY
ler, two members of the Bastern
art department, are sponsoring a
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
WED. - FRI. - SAT.
two man painting and sculpture ex—Every Day —
V2 lb. Hamburger Steak
hibit at the Doctor's Park in LexToast, Jelly, Coffee with French Fries, Slaw
ington.
*
The show will open Sunday after39c
noon at S p.m. and continue until
October 90.
The Doctor's Park Is located at
181? South Limestone Street opposite the entrance to the University of Kentucky Baperiment
PEMM Club (fells Meeting
The PEMM Club is holding a Station.
All Eastern faculty members and
called meeting Tuesday, October
8, at 6:30 In room 109 of the Coli- students are invited to attend.
seum. This meeting is to plan
LOUISVILLE IS PORT
for homecoming and select a queen
candidate. All majors and minors
A 1799 act of .Congress made
in physical education, regardless "the village of Louisville" a port
of classification, are requested to of entry into the United States
attend.
and a custom-collector was appointed.
New Orleans was still
Episcopalian* Plan Hike
RICHMOND, KY.
In French possession and no U.S.
E. MAIN ST.
custom-house
existed between it
The Episcopal Canterbury Club
The Louisville
win meet in front of the Student and Louisville.
Union Building at 19 iSO Sunday for collectorshlp was abolished after
the Louisville Purchase.
•
rector of Baptist students vv II parDomain. LUnch will cost .79
ticipate In a Schoo of Missions in
g aM
the Enterprise Baptist Association
,
Monday even
Prestonsburg, Kentucky, October ing meeUng will be held at Christ
e-ii.
Church. It Is important that all
The Young Woman's Auxiliary,
members and nonmema unit organization of the BSU, interested
bers attend this meeting for the
honored members and guests at a election of officers and the postea on Thursday, September 26, at sible changing of date and time
the BSU Center. Virginia Snidow, for meetings.
president of the organization, welcomed the guests and spoke briefly
Fifty Fayette Coimtiuns Meet
about the YWA purposes and proLast Monday the Fayette County
grams.
DEAR STUDENT:
met for the first time and
All young Baptist women are Club
enlisted 60 members. They anInvited to the first regular YWA nounced that the regular meeting
meeting next Thursday. The din- time will be the second and fourth
ner and program Will begin at Wednesday of each month at 4, In
If you haven't had a chance to stop in at Lerman's
4:30 p.m. at the Center.
room 104 of the University Building.
I would like to extend you an invitation to do so the very
Methodists Picnic
Officers of the club for the comThe Wesley Foundation held A ing year include: president, Ted
next
time you are downtown.
picnic last Saturday at the farm Bee tern; Vice-president, Brehda
of Mr. and Mrs. Turley Nolahd. Botkins; secretary, Carole Covert;
Entertainment consisted of games, treasurer, Roger Farley, and pubWe've a wonderful selection of quality merchandise
a hike, devotions and singing licity chairmen Judy Jordan and
around a campfire.
The group Ellen Rice.
for you to wear and for your living quarters . . . and all
wishes to thank Mr. and Mrs.
Noland for making the picnic a
Progress Staff To Meet
of it is FIRST QUALITY; no "seconds" or "rejects" are
success.
The Progress staff will have an
The second meeting of the Wescarried at Lerman's.
ley Foundation was held Sunday important staff ,meeting Monday
In the Blue Room of the Student at> " "".- ***—; «»e on the staff
Union Building. Carolyn Raag, a should be there if at all possible,
We would ',','** to serve you and your fellow students
junior from Louisville, was the because at this time a Homecomguest speaker. Her topic was ing candidate and a representative
and offer all students a
for Student Council Will be elected.
"World Christian Missions."

^Bales tPlace
GOOD FOOD

the store that says
' "Wkat eattwe do far EtisC Students" — T*- Hi4l*^^Rf»YisVa
instead of "What can they do for us"

Brands such as Town & Country, Sandier. Ufa Stride, Jok-ie.
Nunn Bush and Crosby Square.

JAN'S SHOES
RICHMOND'S BETTER SHOE STORE

s.' .. ' *: "*' ~%bom patches
are a new status symbol,
(In case you're A seekerl)
For classic seekers,
fro better choice than Jantzen't
very traditional brushed 4-ply Imported wool
with suede-edged pockets and suede patches
8 subtle colors including new burgundy" 'm

janlzen
sportswear for
sportsmen

Oathellca Told of ReepeaaibUlty
The Catholic's responsibility on
a aeeular campus was the topic of
discussion at the first meeting of
Easterns
Newman
Club. Fr.
Moore, chaplain of the University
of Kentucky, was the speaker.
New members were welcomed
and acquainted with president,
Corky Florek;
vice
president,
Tony Qlah; secretary, Kathy Kunkel; treasurer, Betty Baglin and
Eastern's chaplain, Rev. Jack MoQulre.
Newman Club pins are now being sold to the registered members.
Anyone interested should

Portraits!
STANIFER'S
STUDIO

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES
THROUGH OCTOBER I2TH.
\ No matter what you select here at Lerman's in Richmonarytfuwill receive this discount. It's an added saving
and a real budget-stretcher, too.

Phone 623-1930
On Main St., over
Jett & Hall Shea Store

Make it a "must" to shop Lerman's the next time
you're nearby ... you'll be surprised at the vast selection
of wanted merchandise we have for you.

Look for these, and many, many other nationally
advertised lines of merchandise here at Lerman's:
Van Huesen Shirts
Ide Shirts
SPRUCE Underwear
H*I*S Menswear
Fortune Shoes
Beacon Blankets
Adam Hats

Russ Togs Sportswear
Hardwlck Clothes
BERKSHIRE Hosiery
Movie Star Lingerie
Lovable Bras
Playtex Brae
■

Petite Deb Footwear
Natural Poise Footwear
Betty Rose Coats •
MARTEE Dresses
Cannon Towels
Pepperell Sheets
Beacon Blankets

ImbsttaH3/ML.
Satisfaction Guaranteed T Your Mo"»>y Chcrfuiiy P'-f'
W.

MAM STREET

AT CITY LIMITS

.. -*

/

I. CHASE, Manager

0mi&ejTjnu
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VASTOtM PROGRESS

Maroons Meet Murray In Conference Clash
Tomorrow Night In The Racers' Lair

SIDELINING THE MAROONS
with Jim Parks
Progress Sports Editor

■ManMHwa

Stan Bows Out; l-M For All

Four Gridders Ailing

TBIBIJTE TO STAN "TIIK MAN" MI7SIAL
If you enjoy one or more of the offered acAnother baseball season Is coming to a close
tivities why doh't you join up with your team, or
and another great player is retiring. Stan Musjal,
better yet, organize a team?
the St. Louis Cardinal's supetstar, hung up his
OILERS RUN LIKE GREASED LIGHTENING
■pikes last week and when he did another baseball
The value of an explosive runner who can break
era came to an end.
away for a long run was very emphatically proven
Stan is admired not only (or his great ability
in the Findlay game. Eastern and Findlay both
and record breaking accomplishments but also for
amassed 12 first downs, but Findlay outrushed Win
his being a gentleman both on and off the field.
locals 361-109 and outpointed us 28-7. Dave Thobe
Baseball can never be the same without his booming . scored on n.ns of 80 and 60 yards, and Odell Barry
bot, his warm smile, and his familiar No. 6 which
tallied on a 32-yard jaunt. On theac three plays, the
Oilers gained 172 yards, only two yards less than
has been retired by (he Cardinals.
We wish Stan luck in his new position as a
Eastern's total offense figure.
Cardinal vice-president and feel that his contribution
OVC ROUND!IE
to baseball in this capacity will be just as valuable
This week's OVC caid offers some interesting
action as three teams without conference records to
as his contribution on the field.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS ARE FOR EVERYONE
date engage loop foes.
The Intramural sports program gets under way
Two of the teams without previous conference
Monday at Maroon Lanes with league bowling.
artion, Morehead and Tennessee Tech clash on the
Later on in the semester volley ball, badminton,
latter's field tomorrow. Middle Tennessee opens
cross country, and swimming will be offered, acits conference schedule at Western, currently tied
cording to Dr. Jess White, director of the program.
with Eastern for tiie conference lead. The Maroons
Intramural sports offer fun and relaxation to
visit Murray in the only other loop action. Austin
all students. They offer wholesome and beneficial
Peay entertains Carson Newman and East Tenrecreation. Here's a chance for everyone to parnessee plays at Chattanooga in non-loop contests.
ticipate in a sport, to get some much needed exerLast week Western surprised East Tennessee 14-6
cise, or to blow off a little steam.
and Murray blanked Austin Peay 14-0 in the only
You will find information on these activities on
OVC games. Tech and Middle Tennessee triumphed
the bulletin board in the lobby of the Weaver Health
in outside games, while Eastern lost to Findlay 28-7.
Building or in the lobby of your dorm.
Morehead was idle.
' .

Intramural Bowling Starfsl

?

MAROON BATTERIES . . . Eastern will match Us
Fiorvanti tomorrow night in an OVC clash with
Bill Gaines, Dayton; Larry Marmie, Bamesville,
are: Dave GTtm, South Heights, Pa.; Eddie

The Monday league can have 12
teams, and the Tuesday league
has 20 team openings.
All students desiring to bowl will be
placed on a team.
Bus transportation from Mattox,
Hall to the lanes and back will be
provided.
The bus will leave
4 :in Monday and Tuesdays. Bowling begins at 4:30 and lasts until
6.
Each player will be charged
$1.00 per week.
This includes
transportation, three games of
bowling, and trophies to winning
teams and outstanding individuals.
A team consists of three,players
and a substitute.
>

Goedde Lauded

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

623-1400
24 Hr. Service

quarterbacks against Murray's fearsome Tony
the Racers. Backed up over center are, from left,
Ohio; and Gene Van Hoose," Dayton. The centers
Kopple, Louisville; and Dennis Bradford, Bellevue.

Oilers Surprise Maroons 28-7

BILL GOEDDE

For Oiler Game
Bill Goedde, Eastern halfback
and co-captain from Cincinnati,
Tias been picked'as the second
Maroon to join the elite ranks of
the Player of the Week.
Goedde was cited by Coach
Presnell as playing the most consistent game against Findlay of
any Eastern back, both offensively
and defensively.
The 165-pounder was Eastern's
second leading groundgainer last
year, and currently trails only
Larry Marmie with his 108 yards
in two games. Marmie has 109.
While not the biggest or fastest
halfback in the Ohio Valley Conference, Goedde is one of the hardest running, as evidenced by his
4.7 yards per carry rushing average.
/

DIVJ is the word for
FOOTBALL COVERAGE
in The Courier-Journal
\.

• Complete reports on Kentuckiana colleges
• Championship standings of high school teams
• Exclusive high school page on Sunday
• Roundups of SEC, OVC and Big Ten teams
• Litkenhous ratings
For top coverage of college and high school football,
read
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The Maroons, still nursing wounds from a 28-7 beating at Findlay College, return to Ohio Valley Conference compeUtion tomorrow
night when they visit the Murray Thoroughbreds.
The Maroons successfully opened their loop co-champlonship
defense two weeks ago with a 14-0 shutout of Austin Peay, before
Journeying to Findlay, Ohio, to tangle with the Oillers.
Commenting on the Findlay loss
head coach Glenn Presnell said,
"They were tougher than our boys
expected them to be.
The heat
and playing under unlimited substitution worked to their advantage, as I feared it might."
Four Maroons were Injured In
Larry Whalen, the OVGmile re- the tilt, and their status for the
cord holder-, is the only returning Murray contest is doubtful, but
runner to this year's 'cross-country at least one, end Jack Schulte, will
team, which runs its second meet not play. Tackle Doug Hamilton,
of a nine-engagement card here and guards, Dave Grim and Joe
Blankenship were also hurt in the
tomorrow against Morehead.
Backing up Whalen are two clash.
Returning to action will be startsophomores, Dave Westfall and
Miles Dawson, who are coming ing-tackle and co-captain Frank
along and should be ready In a Guertin, and end Ron Mcndell.
couple of weeks according to both who missed the Findlay batcoach Ernij Dalton. Dawson and tle.
Westfall were the track team's tbp
Goedde, Blankenship Lauded
quarter-milers last spring.
Presnell
praised the perforBehind these three are a flock mances of halfback Bill Goedde
of promising freshmen.
and Blankenship against the OilHarry Faint, like Whalen from ers. "Goedde was our most' conEuclid, Ohio, is a top-notch 440 sistent
offensive and defensive
man and is showing great promise back," he said, "and Blankenship
as a cross-country runner.
Jim played a fine defensive game from
Beasly, who has already bettered his linebacker position."
Eastern's record for the two-mile
During this week's practice sesrun with a 9:42 timing, is pushing sions the Maroons spent much
Whalen for the team leadership.
time trying to bolster the offense
Mike Greer and Dick Madison. that has floundered in their openwho were on the Amherst High ing
games. "We need more scorSchool X-country team that copped ing power," Presnell said, "be- •
the Ohio title last year, are good cause we can't expect to hold all
prospects.
Greer was the state our conference foes scoreless."
champion in the 880.
Another item taking up a lot of
Jim Armstrong, Brent Arnold. the Maroons' practice sessions
Wayne Beauty and Ronald Dunson was working on how to stop Racer
are also coming well, and Arnold quarterback Tony Fiorvanti, and
is running with Whalen and is the fullback Tommy Glover.
big surprise thus far.
Must Stop Fiorvanti
The entire track team will travel
Fiorvanti, a passer deluxe, has
to Knoxville, Oct. 20, for a track played havoc with Eastern, demeet. All members are requested fenses for the past three years, deto begin training at once.
Any- feating, almost single-handed, the
one Interested in coming out for Maroons on two occasions. Glover
track in the spring should report was the OVCs leading rusher, in
to Coach Dalton at the track at all-games statistics, last season,
3:30 Monday.
trailing only Eastern's Jimmy
The Maroon harriers are 0-1 on Chittum, in loop game totals.
the season, following a 27-28 loss
"I hope- the trend of the past
to Cumberland.
four years holds true tomorrow
Meet
Date
Time
Place night," Presnell said
reflecting
fc
Morehead Oct. 6
11:00
Here that since 1959 Eastern
and MurBerea
Oct. 10
4:30 There ray have taken turns beating each
Open Ky. Federation
other on the road. Eastern startChampionship
ed it that year with a 7-0 win at
(pet. 12
8:00 There Murray.
Track Meet Oct. 13
Knoxville
Injuries have made necessary
U.C.
Oct. 28
3:30
Here a few changes In the Maroon
U.K.
Oct. 26
10:30 There starting lineup. Wendell Wheeler
Ky. State Nov. 9
will replace Schulte at end with
O.V.C. s Nov. 23
There high school teammate Richard
Carr, both are from Ashland;
FRANKFORT CAPTURED
Grim, South Heights, Pa., and
•Frankfort, Ky., was the only Todd Reynolds, Jackson, Ohio, will
capital of a non-seceding state to be the guards; Guertin, Brooklyn,
be captured by Confederate forces New York, and Hamilton, Pairitsduring the Civil_War,
The seiz- ville, will be at tackle, and Dennis
ure by General Kwtry Smith Sept- Bradford will hold down center.
ember 3, 1862, marked the high
Quarterback
Larry
Marmie,
point of the Southern effort to Bamesville, Ohio, will lead the atwin Kentucky. The Confederates tack, with Goedde, Cincinnati, and
held the city until October 4. The either Paul Eads, Mt. Sterling, or
Union forces began their bom- Richie Emmons, at the halfbacks
bardment just as Richard Hawes and Herbie Conley, Ashland, at
was being installed -as Confeder- fullback.
ate governor.
Game time is 9 p.m. (EST).

Whalen Paces
X-Country

Pla er of the Week

Monday With Male League
Eastern's intramural sports program begins Monday with league
bowling for boys at Maroon Lanes.
Although several teams have already formed, Dr. Jess White, director of intramurals says that
' interested teams or students should
"contact him before noon Monday
or Tuesday or come to the bowling
lanes at 4:15 p.m. Monday.
Dr. White's office is in the Coliseum, room 137.
Every student must play with
a team from his intramural unit.
Units are set up on a basis of
dorm floor or section; however,
any unit may have more than one
team.

From Findlay Clash

Findlay College, boasting running power and strong defense, exploded for three second half touchdowns Saturday to surprise the
visiting Eastern Maroons 28-7,
after trailing 7-6 at the half.
Leading the Oiler attack, that
netted 382 yards, was junior fullback Dave Thobe with 227 yards
in 20 carries, including scoring
jaunts of 80,*nd 60 yards, and 9.2
sprinter halfback Odell Barry, with
101 yards in 21 totes. Berry also
scored a pair of touchdowns.
Pacing the Eastern groundgainers was senior halfback and cocaptain Bill Goedde with 63 yards
in 11 attempts. The Maroons
gained only 172 yards.
To start the tilt Findlay won the
toss, • but elected to kick, and
following a five yard return of the
kickoff by Richie Emmons to the
Eastern 29, the Maroons started a
71 yard scoring march that consumed 10 I'l.LV.S.

Emmons scored the touchdown
on a one yard plunge, climaxing a
drive that was kept alive by key
runs of quarterback Larry Marmie.
Goedde and Emmons, and a tenyard pass from Marmie to stellar
end Jack Schulte.
Tom Stapleton added the boot
for the conversion and the Maroons
led 7-0 with 9:23 left in the first
quarter.
Playing heads-up defense, the
locals allowed Findlay but two first
downs in three series of plays, but
were unable to mount a scoring
threat themselves.
Then, late in the secona quarter
the blitz began.
After a 44 yard punt by freshman Dave Lobo, Findlay had the
ball on their own 20 yard stripe.
On the first play Thobe eluded
the Eastern - containment around
light end, found good blocking in
the Maroon secondary and ran 8<J
yards, untouched for the score. A

,

,

Boxing Expects Great Year
From Upcoming Fight Season
Will the upcoming prizefight knocked htm out in the eight with
season turn out to be the most devastating lefts and rights.
exciting since the famous 1946
The greatest "single punch
season? Fight fans are asking fight" occurred in Philadelphia in
this, and the answer is, "Could 1952.
Two fine fighters, Rocky
be."
Marciano and Jersey Joe Walcott
There are as many exciting were macthed for the heavyyoung fighters coming up as have weight title.
In the 13th round,
been seen in the past 17 years. Rocky threw a right-hand punch
Some of them are Joey Archer unequaled for pure explosive
and Hurricane Carter among the force.
Even before Walcott hit
middleweights, Frankie Narvaez, the canvas, every fight fan in the
a lightweight, Wayne Thornton, arena knew the title had gone to
a lightheavy, and heavyweights Marciano.
Ernie Terrell and Bill Daniels.
Boxing, being a contest of skill,
Oasnlin Heads List
stamina and
courage between
Of course, the list is headed by two athletes, always produces the
Casslus Clay who is potentially question of' who was the best.
much greater as a fighter than he■< C^'., *..«/ugh, many say the best
will ever be as a poet.
The gen- boxer was not one of the big boys.
eral feeling is, however, that he
Little Willie Pep, of Hartford,
shouldn't fight Sonny Liston too has been called the greatest boxsoon.
ing craftsman in history.
A
(But what was the most excit- classic boxer, Willie was pracing year on Gillette's Fight of the tically untouchable, unhittable. .
Week? Most people would pick
He could box, hit, run, hold; ho
1946, mainly because fight fans, not only looked as though he felt
back from the War, were hungry sharp—he was sharp.
Fan's have
for stellar performances.
And seen him romp through ten rounds
how they got them.
without ever getting seriously hit.
It was in September of that
Sugar Ray Greatest
year that Tony Zale and Rocky
As far as the greatest allGraziano staged one of the most around fighter is concerned, howdramatic, thrill-packed fights for ever, the vote should go to Sugar
the middleweight title that box- Ray Robinson.
In addition' to
ing fans have ever seen or heard. boxing skill, he had unbelievable
Rocky was the favorite but Zaie power in both hands, amaziqg
had him on the floor in the first courage, and a rare capacity »to
round only to go down himself take a punch and come back.
under a barrage of Graziano Once, In a bout with Fritzie Zlvio,
hooks.. Tony took a beating for Robinson took a staggering blow
six rounds after that and appear- that almost put him down, but
ed about out of the fight until ho his reactions were so fast that
blasted Rocky with a single j almost in a
reflex action he
punch —a tremendous left hook I knocked Zivic himself to the canto the solar plexus.
Graziano I vas.
went down and the fight was ov-1 Perhaps the saddest knockout
*-"''•
for boxing fans took place In 1951
There were many other thrilhng when'lhe Rock kayoed the aging
fights that year.
For example,' Joe Louis. t Under any other cirmighty Joe Louis' sensational one- cumstances' the fans would have
round kayo of Tami Mauriello. been in bedlam. Seeing the great
where Tami staggered the champ- , Louis, whose career had included
ion before going out.
And thtfr *o many of the ring's greatest
there was the great Joe Louis- fights; stretched on the deck was
Billy Conn rematch.
!a blow to the entire crowd —
Before the War, Conn
was! even Marciano supporters.
It
given little change against the was the only knockout in the
Champ.
But, little more than •» history of the Cavalcade of Sports
light-heavy. Billy boxed him diz- that was not accompanied by
zy for twelve rounds and appear- cheers.
ed well on his way to the title,
Boxing has its lighter moments,
until the Bomber finally caught too. Teddy Brenner, matchmakup with him with a right cross er at Madison Square Garden
in the 13th round.
loves to tell the story of one of
The 1946 Rematch
history's
most
absent-minded
The rematch in June of 1946 fighters. It seems that the lad
fired everyone's imagination. The once showed up in the ring minus
broadcast had the largest radio his trunks.
v_
audience that ever listened to a
Probably the strangest fight
single sports event. Only F.DJS.'s ever broadcast on radio was a
speech to Congress asking for match at Stlllman's Gymnasium
a declaration of war against Ja- between a man and a kangaroo.
pan had exceeded it in size.
The man was a losing contestan:
This time Louis
took no on "Truth-or Consequences" —
chances.
He stalked the elusive who had been told he'd' have to
Conn for seven rounds and finally fight the "Australian champion."

two-point conversion attempt
failed, and Eastern led 7-6 at the
half.
Homecoming Ceremonies
Following the halftime homecoming ceremonies, Eastern again
received, but after three plays
found themselves in a fourth and
14 situation on their own 12 yard
line. Lobo then boomed out a 48
yard kick to the Findlay 40.
Thobe, in his initial second half
carry, found an opening in the
Maroon line, and again having effective blocking danced 60 yards
for the tally. Oiler quarterback
Martin Terry hit Barry for the
two-point conversion and Eastern
trailed 14-7.
The next Eastern drive died on
the Maroons' 29 yard line, and a
rushed Lobo, could manage only a
wobbly IS-yard punt to the 41.
- Nine rushing plays later Findlay
was first and goal on the Eastern
four. Three-probes into the Eastem-goal-line stand netted the same
number of yards. Then, fourth and
goal on the one, Terry handed off
to Barry on a quick-hitter and the
speed merchant fell Into the end
zone. An aerial to end Ted Lenear
for two points upped the score to
22-7.
The final score of the clash came
with 12:41 left in the game, when
Barry, after having been contained
for most of the gamer broke loose
and scored from the Eastern 32.
A run for the extra point failed
Brightest spot for the Maroons'
was Lobo's punting. The frosh
halfback averaged 43.3 yards per
kick, a 68-yard kick being the
longest.
Lobo led the OVC in
punting/in this week's conference
statistics, a position held by teammate Fred Mains, who did not
make the Findlay trip due to an
injury, last week.
EAS. FIN.
First downs
12
12
Yards rushing
109
381
Yards passing
65
21
Passes
5-18
2-6
Passes had inter
0 '"
1
Punts
8-41.6 6-37.2
Fumbles
3
1
Yards penalized
20
50
Eastern
7 0 0 0— 7
Findlay .—¥
,
0 6 16 8—28
Eas—Emmons 1 run (Stapleton
kick).
FIN—Thobe 80 run (run failed).
FIN—Trobe 60 run (Barry pass
from Terry).
FIN—Barry 1 run (Lenear pass
from Terry).
FIN—Barry 32 run (run failed).

"Showcase of Stars"
For 64
CANFIELD MOTORS

HAVE FUN! Bowling
AT MAROON LANES
Join the Fun and Excitement
At Maroon Bowling Lanes!
20 BRUNSWICK LANES—RESTAURANTAUTOMATIC PINSETTERS—20 EKS1 INTRAMURAL LEAGUES—OPEN BOWLING.
DAYS. NIGHTS. & WEEKENDS.
Com* oa out, we don't close at nigh1 until
after 1:00 A. M.

MAROON LANES
U. S. 25 SOUTH

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

EASTERN PROGRESS
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Kunkel's Service Station
1210 WIST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET
■*■
»' . " ■

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
experience can give.
Try ues and get^SPECIAL STUDENT OJSCOUNT.
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 423-1360

Rivers Shoe Shop
South 2nd Street
"On Your Way to Town"
—

Richmond Business Machines
UNDERWOOD ..AGENCY
Typewriters—Adding Machines—Calculators
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
All Makes and Models • Used Machines
105 E. MAIN
DIAL 623-4254
At Night Contact:
H. RUSSELL BARCLAY, DIAL 623-4799
I«W>M
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YOU'RE INVITED!

'rosh To Elect Officers
In Election Next Tuesday
ifjKHy-eirht members of the Leah
Strehlew,
Arlington
class were nominated in Heights, Illinois, graduated from
itibly Wednesday morning to Arlington High School where she
|run for class officers. The e|ec- was a student council represen- tlon will be held next Tuesday In tative and a member 0' ETAthe Student Union from eight to
Jackie Stull. Dayton, served as
four.
governor of Kentucky Girl-' Bute
Trte officers to be elected are and as editor of her high school
president, vice-president, secre- yearbook and newspaper.
tary, treasurer, class reporter,
Treasurer Candidates.
and student council representaThe following were nominated
tives.
Nominations were made from for treasurer of the class:
Clary Splcer, Chicago, graduated
the floor during the program.
Bach candidate was requited to from Wheaton High .School where
he
was a member oi the football
present a short written biographical sketch plus the signature of and basketball teams.
ten supporters.
Jon Paul Stuart, Rusaellsville.
graduated from Rusaellsville High
President Nominees Listed
School
where he was a member
The following were nominated
the debate team and president
for president of the class: Wayne of
the Methodist Youth FellowChllton, CampbeUsburg, graduated of
ship.
from Henry County High School
Bobby WilL Lexington, gradual
Where ha Was president of the
senior class and a member of the ed from Henry CUty. At Eastern
he
is a member of the Marching
annual staff.
Tom Dunn. Richmond, graduated Maroons and the Military Band.
from Madison Central High School
Reporters Told
Two-freshman coeds were nomiwhere he was active in the Science
Club and Pep Club.
nated to run for the office of reClyde Elinor. Somerset, graduat- porter:
Katby Bryan, Lexington, graed from* Somerset High School
where he was vice-president of the duated from Lafayette High School
senior class and a member of the where she vtfa a cheerleader and
secretary of the VHA.
football team.
Virgil Dlanne Collett, WilliamsGeorge Henry, Alton, niinois,
graduated from Alton Senior High burg, was a majorette and a memSchool where he was a member of ber of the band while in high
school.
several athletic team*.
Cecil Salter, Richmond, graduatCouncil Nominees
ed from Model High School where
The following students were
he served as vice-president of the nominated to run for student counKentucky Jr. Academy of Science cil representative:
and as president of the senior
Susie Donoghue, Fort Louder class.
dale, Florida, graduated from
Joey Skagga, New York City, Stranahan High School where she
Sraduated from high school in was a member of the Student
ew York. He is an art major Council and vice-president of Pep
at Eastern.
Club.
Vice-Presidents Listed
Mary Farad, Winchester, Is an
Nominated to serve as vice. English major at Eastern.
(•resident of the class ware tho
Jane Joyner, Fort Lauderdale.
allowing people.
Florida, was a member of the
Phil Bills. Delaware. Ohio, serv- yearbook staff in high school and
ed as president of his Key Club vice-president of the student counchapter in high school. He also cilJeff Nemens, RoseviUe, Michiwas a member of tne track team.
Alan Mitchell. Westwood, Mas- gan, graduated from RoseviUe
sachusetts, graduated from West- High School where he served on
wood High School. He is a physi- the student council.
He was a
cal education major at Eastern.
member °f the National Honor
Richan* Runyon, Belfry, served Society]
as president of his senior class and
Lin Powell, New Castle, served
treasurer of the student council as president of his class in high
for two years.
school plus president of the Beta
Judy Sellers, Lexington, grar Club. He graduated from Henry
dilated from Lexington Catholic County High School.
High School where she was presiBecky Slzer, Louisville, graduatdent of the senior class and a ed from Suda East Butler High
cheerleader.
School. In high school she was a
member of the student council and
Secretaries Announced
Members of the class of JMT a cheerleader.
Oriarles BmHey. Somerset, grathat are running for class secreduated from Pulaaki County High
tary include:
Teresa Combs, Whitesburg, gra: School. At Eastern he is a comduated from
Whitesburg High merce major.
School where she was a member of
Barbara Bpicer, Dayton, Ohio.
graduated from Fairmont High
the band and a cheerleader.
Sue Johnson, Cincinnati, gra- School where she was a member
duated from Colerain High School of the Art Club and Y-Teens
where she - Was secretary of the
Buteh Wernall, Cjmthlana, graStudent Council and a member of duated from Hawjeon County High
School.
the National Honor Society.
«i—E
--. r.
hi.i ■■ » "pBB
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SHOf WHERE THE PRICE IS RIGHT!

PORTER PAINTS

WHEN? 940 A. M. Wednesday.
WHERE? At Newberry's Store.

RICHMOND
Drive In Theatre

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Oct. 2, 1S63 —The American
Student Information Service is
accepting applications for summer Jobs in Europe. Openings
include office jobs, lifeguardlng,
factory work, shipboard work,
child care work, resort and sales
work. Wages range to $400 a
month.
ASIS also announced that residual funds permit the first
4000 applicants travel grants of
$186 each. Interested students
should write to Dept. O, ASIS.
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, requesting the
ASIS 24-page prospectus with
job selection and travel grant
and job applications. Send $1
for' the prospectus and airmail
postage. The first 8000 inquiries receive a $1 credit towards
the new book: Earn, Learn and
Travel in Europe.

Big Birthday Cake full of prize
capsules which entitles you to valuable prizes. Cake will be cut and
served at 9:00 A, M.
)

\
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"Merrill's Marauders"
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College Dry Cleaners
"Good Cleaning for People
Who Care For The
Clothes They Wear"

SUN. • MON.. TUES.

MOVIE STAKTS 7(1» V. H.

I

Al.AUl MY AWAHU
WlNNiHiflgygSi

To kill a^
Mockingbird

-GREGORY PECK
WED. - THURS. - FRI.
DOUBLE FEATURE!
TONY CURTIS

_ ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS
N. THIRD
PHONE 623-5271
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
——
Welcome back students and faculty and new
students too to Richmond's newest an4 most
modern drug store. We offer the most complete
lines of cosmetics, magazines and toiletries for
men and women, and drugs and medication}.

SCHOOL OPENING SPECIAL!
MONTAS'S STATIONERY BOXES
100 Sheets and 50 Envelopes

■(///DS

orTfiOi/s/r

for only 88c
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"Figure on banking with us"
/~

2 Convenient Locations —
MAIN STREET & RIG HILL AVENUE
*mr
-*eaf

Cenfuclus uqr, HI iff Is lus.
Clip (M| odv trtistment and Wum It
with yogr check « money ord.r to:
TW CMtftaa s<i..<. M..if.f
On. No,.., »(., i„„n |Sj M,w_
□ 6 moi. $5.50

D COLLEGE STUOENT
D FACULTY MEMBER

Tl I MRU 1*4 N.mier 0«e St*.
"Witt »ySwli|lisi I'll IIIM
Yiur tint lionoreole queues
■ICMM

two ktaw m better MM u*r

SWINGLINE
STAPLER

ROBINSONS PAINT STORE

Back To School
With Pride!

204 SOUTH THIRD STREET
Richmond. Kentucky
PHONE 623-5243

DURBINS

Phillips 66 Service Station

CLASSMATE
School
Jewelry!

(mcl«|i"KJ 1*00 til

ittgVuM cusent*'?
SIMM' ,0"l» •!.«
Ho Mtfer than a pack of gum
. ^wvAdltionally guaranteed! • Refills available anywhere!
• Get it at any stationery,
variety, or nook store'
• Stndln you* 0|»rt S»>nqlii»e MM*
Pint* lor those used:

Newest and MoiJ Modern Service Station in
MaqKon County.
Phone 623-3428

LOCATED NEXT TO JERRY'S ON U. S. NO. 25

FREE! Hi - Fi Record Player for
Door Prize—to be drawn at 6 P.M.

Closed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. - * P.M. Fri. * Sat.

MOVIE STARTS 7:15 P. H.
JEFF CHANDLER
TY HARDEN

Richmond, Kentucky

T*.N

ART: SUPPLIES

Mechanic On Duty\

Open | AM. -1(|0 P.M.—Mon.. TIMS,, Thmd«ry

TWO IN COLOR!

...with Customized*

FREE! FREE! FREE!

Specialize in Flat Topi

— SATURDAY ~

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

C 1 YEAR $11

WALLPAPER and GLASS

BEFORE you travel
write for your free

TRAVEL
GUIDE!
Travel the Congrats way
with »hij Travel Guide.
Just the site to carry in
your pocket or the glove
compartment of your cor.
Gi ves rate*, locations,
facilities of better class motor heWs coast to coost.
Inspected and approved by Conomi Motor Horeli.
Members of Conot—I Motor Horeli offer fro*
rejjervotlon jervice. Wo honor Credit C«rds.
WBIT«tO

. _

CONGRS: .V.0T0R SICTHIS
1674 Meridian Avenue
Miami Beach 39, Florida

M«.i*«euu»o«irf i.e.t.s

Name and Color

KEN-CAR
ACROSS FROM KROGER

FREE! Large Plastic Rose with each
Purchase.

Ladies' Seamless Hose
2 For 97c

DISCOUNTS

Plus Hundreds of Unusual Values
Throughoui Store!

Men's Crew Seeks
3 For 1.00

TO EASTERN COLLEGE STUDENTS

^~—

ON LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING

Store will remain open 'til 6 P.M.
for this One Day Only.

REMEMBER THE DATE!
9 A.M.—Wed., Oct. 10

1W

ONE DAY SERVICE — IN BY 9:00. OUT BY 4:30

AT OUR FOUNTAIN!

CHARM RINGS • CUSS PINS
CHARMS • PENDANTS
TIE TACS • TIE BARS

WEEK-END SPECIAL
Banana Splits —21c

.

Hamburger and Hash Brown
Potatoes — 40c

COLUN'S DRUGS
CORNER MAIN AND FIRST STREETS

4

IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

4 MI. SO. ON I'. S. U
NKAR B U. A. D.

—

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

Prewitts Barber Shop

IO

NEWBERRY'S ANNUAL
BIRTHDAY PARTY!

IM VOLLEYBALL
Plans for Intramural volley
ball league play are now In
formulation according to Dr.
Jess While, director of intramurals. Team rosters are being accepted now and definite
schedules will be worked out
as soon as possible.
Team* must be organized on
a unit basis according to the
units b*t up by the College.
Information concerning these
units will be posted on all dorm
bulletin boards and on the
bulletin boards in the lobby of
the Weaver Health Building.
Team tosters should be given
to Dr. White in the Coliseum,
room 137. as soon as possible.

Sterling Silver or 12 Kt. Gold Filled
plus NEW .CLASS-MATE
PEN and PENCIL
in Gleaming Chrome with
Sterling Silver School I'mblem
.Ypur Headquarters for
CLASS-MATE Jewelry

McCORD'S
JEWELRY

5 Shirts for$ 1.00 on Hangers or
Or Packaged.
SANITONE Dry Cleaning — The FINEST!

Madison Laundry & C leaners
THIRD AT WATER STREETS
ACROSS FROM W$ STATION

IASTERN PROGRESS

Friday, October 4, 1963

OB Hendrickson
To Be In "Carmen"
Donald
Henrickson,
baritone
aololat, will appear as Esramillo
the Kentucky Opera Association's presentation of
Georges
Bizet'a "Carmen" October 22 and
23.
An assistant professor of music
here" Henrickson will play the
baritone lead of the Toreador, who
Is pitted against Don Jose in competition for the gypsy girl. Carmen.
A newcomer to the Kentucky
Opera Association, this will be his
first appearance with the group.
He has appeared as a soloist in
numerous programs including the
Stephen Foster Story and the Messiah.
He sang the bass lead in the
Messiah Choir of the reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints in Independence.
Mo., from 1959 to 1961. and will
again appear with the group in
November.
This presentation of
the Messiah will be carried on
networks throughout the United
States and in several foreign
countries.
Since 1959, Henrickson has sun™
the bass lead in the Messiah presentation at Eastern.
A native of Michigan, he received both the bachelor and
master's degrees in music from
the University of Illinois.

(Continued From Page One)
tion delegates to the national convention are President Martin, and
Willard Cooper, Lincoln County.
The C.K.E.A. resolutions committee Issued the following statement, which was adopted by the
convention.
"Kentucky's greatest resource
is its youth, their ideals and potential. We, as educators, must
continue to work, study, and
evaluate cooperatively to promote
and extend good programs of
learning at all levels for all children in this state. "We fully recognize the value of quality education in Kentucky.
"We reaffirm our faith in public education and the ability of
our youth and citizenry to pursue
knowledge and understand, to use
responsibility wisely, to provide
for Individual worth and to allow
freedom under law In every phase
of endeavor In our state for public
good."
S
The C.K.E.A. also endorsed the
goals of the proposed federal aid
program for public education.
' . . . New Pershing Rifle sponsors were their guests of honor at the PR
night..
The two new sponsors are Betsy Stafford, junior, left; and Mary
Jo Rudd. freshman, right. Flanking the girls are Capt. Donald Jordan, Bobby Leigh, center, and
Capt. John Pipkin.

Twirlers Spin Colorful Lives
By PAMELA JEAN SMITH
Progress Feature Writer
This year's majorettes are a
lively group of blonde, brown and
black haired students. One of the
three blonds is Wilma Shearer, a
freshman from Dayton High School
where she was a drum majorette
for three years. The brown-eyed
P.E. major is five foot four inches
and weighs 115 pounds.
Gary Wilson, the only male
member of the team, is a pre-vet
major.
The blonde,
blue-eyed
sophomore was a twirler at Lafayette High School and is head

twirler on the squad.
Judy Lynn Abncr is a petite,
green-eyed 'sophomore with darkblonde hafr. She is an art major
and was a majorette In her
high school and last year at Eastern.
Vicki Check,. Miss Richmond, is
an art major.
The blue-eyed,
brown-haired
junior
graduated
from Louisa High School where
she was a majorette.
Shirley Bryan is an elementary
education major from. Alexandria,
Kentucky. The five foot six inch

sophomore, who was a majorette
last year, has blue eyes, brown
hair and is a member of CWENS.
Sue Ellen Moores is a transfer
student from U.K.
The petite
brown-eyed, brown-haired %P.E.
major graduated from Madison
High School.
Last, but certainly not least, is
the only senior member of the
squad, Peggy Karem. The blackhaired, brown-eyed Social Science
Area major is a member of
CWENS and Collegiate Pentlcle
and was a majorette. last year.

OF

NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH-

A WARM WELCOME TO EASTERN
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Serving:
BREAKFAST - LUNCH - AND DINNERS
Homemade Rolls and Pies

x

Free Parking In Back

Within Walking Distance—507 W. Main
WE CATER TO CLUBS AND PARTIES.

BIG "E" SPECIAL!
Rib Eye Steak Dinner
■for $3.00 with this coupon
on Sat., Oct. 5, and Sun., Oct. 6

\

NOW! THRU TUES.

HARVEST OF VALUES
MIRtSCH COMPANY-EDWARD LAlPHtSON

3aeK

Seniors will begin posing for
their pictures in the 1964 Milestone Monday.
During this
time all faculty members may
come in who missed their regular picture aay. Senior picture
days will last through Wednesday. Thursday and Friday will
be make-up days for underclassmen.

LADIES' SWEATER SALE!

LENM0N Mi
m

BILLY WILDER?

• mi«i*DoueE

TicHNicoior
mNAvmor
HLIAHO IMtU UftfTtO
A*TI»T»

Starts. WEDNESDAY!
JfefirstfoWenfffoN
frOofenanny ]
Musical ever!!/

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
(COL SANDERS
RECIPE)
«

Benault lee

JUNIORS TO ELECT
Junior class members are to
elect three class officers next
Tuesday.
John Riggins and
Thomas Roark are nominated
for president; Betsy Stafford
for secretary; and Janny Caudill. Brent Cornelius, Diane
Taylor, and Charles Wells for
student council representative.
Two representatives are to be
elected.
The election will be held along
with the freshman class election
in the Student Union Lobby
from 8 to 4 on Tuesday. Students must present ID cards
when voting.

SENIORS TO BE SHOT

HOME

4-

ABE LIVES IN KENTUCKY
After a love affair turned out
unhappily, Abraham Lincoln spent
most of the summer and fall of
1841 at Farmington, near Louisville, the family home of Joshua
Speed, a close friend of Lincoln's.

rtcTum

COLONEL DRIVE IN

I

/

Peale Criticizes Court
On Bible Issue
Before CKEA Group

ALL LATEST STYLES INCLUDING SHETLAND WOOL, MOHAIR, ORLON.
HENENCA, NOVELTIES, AND SHETLAND WITH SUEDE PATCHES ON
SLEEVES. ALL LATEST FASHION COLORS. CARDIGANS AND SLIPOVERS.
\
.■:■■•

*2.77

f

3.77

'6.77

5.97

LADIES1 SLACKS SALE
COMPLETE TUX
RENTALS
In Stock - No Waiting!
Formal Wear for All
Formal Occasions.

—

—

Abo!

—

TAR7AN S MOST FABULOUS FEATS'

W$mm£
IfllL

Main & Second

—

'

BLOUSES

BLUE DENIM STRETCHED SLACKS
WITH STIRRUP ON BOTTOM

THREE

DINNER MUSIC BY TIBBS TERRILL ■ 5:30 to 8:30 NIGHTLY

SIZES 8 TO 18

LADIES'

'4.97
(
2.37
M.67to$2.97

Roll-up or long sleeves.
Solids, prints A pin stripes
Sizes 32 - 38. All different collar styles.

WOOL CAPRI PANTS WITH THAT
STRETCH LOOK,- INCLUDING STRETCH
STIRRUP. Tailorde for perfect taper and fit
CORDUROY OR FLANNEL SLACKS. SOLIDS
AND PRINTS

97c M.87

Ma

.DYALISCOPe^METROCI—

Ladies' All-Weather COATS\

VEe "PROGRESS

WITH RACCOON COLLARS
All purpose Coat, Dress or Casual. Durable
finish, water repellent, wrinkle and spot
resistant. Quilted lining Detachable, fluffy
Raccoon collar. Olive or beige. Comp. vol.
$29.98.
Use Our Lay-away—-No. Extra Charge

PENNEY'S
AlWAYS

FIRST

OUAlllYi

qives seRvicE
If anything can be said about the EASTERN
PROSRESSS, it is that it gives service... service
to students, alumni, and advertisers.

Highlander trio is
TRADITIONALLY
TERRIFIC

Thorough coverage of campus news events,
with objective views on national and world affairs, provide the Eastern student with a knowledge of the happenings around them in a way
that has drawn praise from all the PROGRESS
rating services.

Handsome burly
looking sportcoat
of 100% wool with
suede elbow patches
has 3 button and
natural shoulder
styling. Heather
toned In classic
herringbones,
glen
plaids and smart
checks. A c r 11 a n
acryylic "n rayon
flannel slacks goes
great in 'University
Grad' styling. Add
the a 11 important
vest in 100% cotton
heeksuede for contrasting color note.

Bi-weekly roundups of alumni news and
achievements keep grads abreast of the activities of their classmates, and the campus news
coverage informs them of their alma mater's
development.
Last, but far from least, the PROGRESS
serves the progressive Richmond merchants
who advertise on its pages. Providinq an advertising link between.their stores and the student,
through an attractive, interesting news media,
gives the PROGRESS advertiser a true dollar's
worth.
With a record average weekly reading audience of over 6,000 the award-winning weekly is
serving more people in its 41st year than ever
" efore, and is only beginning.

*»•'

EVERY DAY PRICES!
OLEEM, CREST
TOOTHPASTE. Reg. 880
BAN ROLL-ON DEODORANT
Reg. 98c .*:....».
SECRET ROLL.ON DEODORANT
Reg. 76o
,
SECRET CREME DEODORANT
Reg. 89c
NOXZEMA
Trial Size. Reg. 54c
HELENE CURTIS HAIR SPRAY
Reg. $1.88
MENNEN FOAM SHAVE
Reg. 79c
....
PACQUINS LOTION
Reg. 59c
TAME CREME RINSE
Reg. 91.00
GILLETTE Super Blue BLADES
Reg. 80c
ICE BLUE AQUA VELVA.
Reg. 890
\
HAZEL BISHOP IIAIK SPRAY
14-OE. Can
KOTEX—Regular, Super, Junior,
New SlenderMne, reg. 45c
„

TONI PERMANCNT

Regc' *X».

ft*

:—

-.

TONETTE PERMANENT
Reg. $LW
TD? TONI PERMANENT
Reg. 91-89
LILT PERMANET
Reg. $t.OO
,
Pushbutton LILT PERMANENT
Reg. $2.50
™
LIQUID PRELL SHAMPOO
Reg. 89c
WHITE RAIN SHAMPOO
Reg. S1.00
LUSTRE CREME SHAMPOO
Jar. Reg. 91-00
HALO SHAMPOO
Reg. 98c .'.
_
BOBBI PIN CURL PERMANENT
Reg. 82.00
JERGENS LOTION
Reg. 91.00
IEROENS LOTION
Reg. 59c
KLEENEX—Discount Prices
BOX OF SOO—18c; BOX OF 000 ....

Use Our Lay-away
No Extra Charae

REMEMBER

O&L
GIVES
TUB* CUSTOMERS
What they wan*
When they want it
Priced at great savings

dt

_ _

-

I

